Abstract-This paper presents the performance evaluation of asymmetric cryptographic algorithms oriented to embedded platforms used in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN). The algorithms RSA, ECC and MQQ were evaluated on ARM platform. We have used three criteria in our comparison: the processing time, memory and processor usage. We used the SimpleScalar tool for our simulations analysis. The MQQ algorithm achieved the best results in most of the evaluated criteria. Considering the same key sizes, the processing time for MQQ is at least 16 times smaller than the ECC and 230 times smaller than RSA. Regarding memory consumption, the MQQ had an occupation 61% lower than the RSA and 24% less than in the ECC. Besides these, other criteria such as misses on cache level 1, branches, replacements and write-backs were recorded in order to improve our assessment. Finally, we show the MQQ is a good algorithm for embedded systems since it is better than ECC e RSA. 
I. INTRODUCTION
A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is composed of autonomous devices called sensor nodes that generally have low computational power, limited data transmission and power constraints. A WSN consists of sensor nodes that capturing information from an environment, processing data and transmitting them via radio signals.
WSNs are increasingly present in our days and can be found in environmental area (climatic measurements, presence of smoke), in health area (measurement of vital signs, temperature), home automation (motion sensor and image sensor) and other areas. Generally, WSNs have no fixed structure, and in many cases there is no monitoring station of sensor nodes during the operational life of the network, so a WSN must have mechanisms for selfconfiguration and adaptation in case of failure, inclusion or exclusion of a sensor node. Security requirements of WSNs are similar to conventional computer networks, therefore parameters such as confidentiality, integrity, availability and authenticity must be taken into account in creation of a network environment. Due to limitations of WSNs, not all security solutions designed for conventional computer networks can be implemented directly in WSN. For a Manuscript received January 23, 2013; revised March 13, 2013. long time, it was believed that the public-key cryptography was not suitable for WSNs because it was required high processing power, but through studies of encryption algorithms based on curves was verified the feasibility of that technique in WSN.
The cryptographic algorithm RSA is currently the most used among the asymmetric algorithms, working from the difficulty of factoring large prime numbers. Standardized by National Institute of Standard and Technology (NIST), this algorithm is widely used in transactions on the Internet. The Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) was created in 80s, and are based on the difficulty of solving the discrete logarithm problem on elliptic curves. Despite its complexity the algorithm based on elliptic have been extensively studied in academia. Recently, the public-key algorithm called Multivariate Quadratic Almost Group (MQQ) was proposed in academia. Experiments performed in the FPGA and PC platforms showed that MQQ is faster than algorithms such as RSA and ECC [1, 2] . Algorithms involved in this study are asymmetric, but each one works with a specific encryption mode.
Many studies have evaluated performance of cryptographic algorithms in WSNs, but there is no standardization in the performance analysis. As stated by Margi [3] studies on performance evaluation of cryptographic algorithms for WSNs are often quite different in terms of methodology, platform, metrics and focus of analysis, what difficult a direct comparison among the obtained results. Thus, this paper describes a theoretical study of cryptographic such as RSA, ECC and MQQ as well as the performance analysis of these algorithms in ARM embedded platforms used in wireless sensor networks. This paper is organized as follows. Section II gives some background about asymmetric algorithms RSA, ECC and MQQ. Section III discusses on the implementations and observation in the performance evaluation. Finally, some concluding remarks and planning for future works are outlined in Section IV.
II. ASSYMETRIC ALGORITHMS
The IEEE 802.15.4 standard of 2011 defines parameters for low-range personal area networks (LRWPANs). The first version of this standard was launched in 2003, and the second one [4] was appointed to be the standard communication protocol for WSNs. The encryption mechanism specified in IEEE 802.15.4 standard is based on encryption symmetric key. But
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according to Sen [5] recent studies have shown that it is possible to implement public-key encryption using the right selection of algorithms and associated parameters, and optimization techniques for low power. In some cases the public-key cryptography efficiently obtained similar or even greater than symmetric key encryption using keys smaller. According to Struik [6] is already proven that public-key algorithms developed are suitable for hardware in WSNs.
A. RSA Algorithm
In the introductory paper about RSA, the authors Rivest and Shamir [7] proposed a method to implement a public-key cryptosystem whose security is based on the difficulty to be factoring large prime numbers. Through this technique it is possible to encrypt data and to create digital signatures. It was so successful that today is the RSA public-key algorithm used most in the world. The encryption scheme uses RSA and signature of the fact that:
The decryption works because
The safety lies in the difficulty of computing a clear text m from a cipher text c = m e mod n and the public parameters n (e).
B. Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC)
In the mid-80, Koblitz [8] and Miller [9] proposed a method of cryptography based on elliptic curves ECC. According to creators of the ECC, an elliptic curve is a plane curve defined in (2):
The efficiency of this algorithm is based on finding a discrete logarithm of a random element that is part of an elliptic curve. According to Blake [10] cryptosystems based on elliptic curves is an interesting technology because they reach the same level of security systems such as RSA, using minor keys, and thus consuming less memory and processor resources. This characteristic makes them ideal for use in smart cards and other environments where features such as storage, time and energy are limited.
C. Multivariate Quadratic Quasigroup (MQQ)
In 2008, it was proposed a new scheme called multivariate quadratic public-key near group (MQQ) [11] . This algorithm is based on multivariate polynomial transformations of nearly quadratic and groups. A generic description for the scheme is a typical system MQQ multivariate quadratic, as in (3):
where T and S are two nonsingular linear transformations and P' is a multivariate mapping bijective quadratic over {0, 1} n . According to Maia [11] and Ahlawat [12] , MQQ gives a new direction for the cryptography field and can be used to develop new cryptosystems the public-key as well as improve existing cryptographic schemes. Furthermore according to El-Hadely [2] and Maia [11] , experiments showed that the hardware MQQ can be as fast as a typical symmetric block cipher, being several orders of magnitude faster than algorithms such as RSA, DH and ECC.
III. ARCHITECTURAL EVALUATION
The embedded platform consists of StrongARM which is a 32-bit RISC processor using 206MHz, 16KB and 16KB of instruction cache using writeback strategy. The gcc compiler and the Multiprecision Integer and Rational Arithmetic Cryptographic Library (MIRACL) were used in coding. The code was turned into ARM via compiler arm-linux-gcc. The encrypted files by algorithms were identical, respecting the equivalence between key sizes, which can be viewed in Table I . The key generation was not part of this study because it was considered expensive for embedded platforms. The codes were simulated by SimpleScalar tool, which returned information about simulation time in cycles, number of reads and writes, memory pages, use of cache memory, among others. The performance evaluation was separated into sections like processing time, processor usage and memory consumption.
A. Processing Time
Considering the frequency of StrongArm processor in 206MHz and having the number of cycles of each algorithm, it was possible to calculate the time in milliseconds (ms). Fig. 1 shows that in the ARM platform, the processing time of RSA was slower than ECC and MQQ for all variations of key. The MQQ 160 had the best performance among the algorithms analyzed, since it had a time of 18.7 ms, against 305.8 ms of the ec-elg_p192 and 4302.8 ms of RSA 1024. These data show that MQQ in the ARM platform is 16 times faster than ec-elg_p192 and 230 times faster than RSA 1024.
Regarding the number of cycles per instruction (CPI), Fig. 2 shows that the algorithm based on curves showed the highest mean related to CPI values, followed by the RSA algorithm and finally, the algorithm MQQ. The MQQ algorithm presents a good value of CPI, emphasizing that the algorithm is fast and has less processing time. 
B. Evaluation of Processor
The performance evaluation took into account criteria such as number of instructions, number of reads and writes, as well as the amount of branches, which are a code sequences that are conditionally executed according to a flow control. When the number of branches is high, the program presents a lower performance because tests require conditional processing time and increase the program code.
The Table II shows that the number of instructions executed by the MQQ-160 algorithm was 277 times smaller than the number of instructions executed by the RSA 1024 algorithm. Regarding ec-elg_p192, the number of instructions executed by MQQ 160 was 13 times smaller. The Fig. 3 shows that the algorithm RSA 2048 showed 0.22 billion of branches, against 0.03 billion from RSA 1024. The algorithms based on curves and the MQQ showed smaller number of branches. The ec-elg_p192 presented 0,004 billions of branches compared to 0,0002 billions presented by MQQ160.
The Fig. 3 shows that the MQQ 160 presented a number of branches 21 times lower than presented by ecelg_p192 and 150 times smaller than presented by RSA 1024. This is another reason that explains why the MQQ presents better results when compared to RSA and ECC. The verification of the amount of reads and writes performed by each algorithm on ARM platform has not changed the scenario of the benchmark, since according to Fig. 4 , the RSA algorithm performed more operations of this kind regardless of variations in key from our algorithms studied.
C. Evaluation of Memory
The evaluation of memory consumption aimed to study not only the amount of memory occupied by each algorithm, as well as specific issues of cache performance that can determine which algorithm is more suitable for WSN. Among these questions we have the replacements and writebacks. Both replacements as writebacks are detrimental to system performance. So, the RSA has a high quantity of these operations and the performance is lower when compared to ECC and MQQ algorithms.
In relation to the total size of memory pages allocated on the ARM platform, Fig. 5 illustrates that regardless of the key size, algorithms based on factorization of prime numbers (RSA) and algorithms based on elliptic curves (ECC) obtained similar results in their respective categories. The RSA-1024 algorithm allocated 708KB of memory pages, whereas RSA 2048 allocated 712KB of memory. Regarding the ECC, for all key sizes, it allocates 360KB of memory pages. The MQQ-160 algorithm occupied less memory then others, only 276KB of occupation. In this sense, the algorithm MQQ 160 occupied 76% of the memory occupied by the ecelg_p192 and 39% of the memory occupied by the RSA 1024. Regarding the number of memory pages used by each algorithm, we note from Fig. 5 that RSA 1024 occupied 177 pages and RSA-2048 occupied 178 pages. All variations of ECC occupied 90 pages and MQQ-160 occupied 69 pages. These numbers shows that MQQ-160 is 61% more economical in memory consumption when compared to RSA 1024 and 23% more economical when compared to ec-elg_p192. The replacements, both in instruction and data level, were minimal. The Fig. 6 shows that only RSA and ECC presented computable data in this evaluation criterion. In instruction cache, ECC algorithm has an increased according the key size increases, moreover, the ECC always present levels higher than RSA. In the data cache, all algorithms analyzed showed an approximate number of substitutions, with the exception of MQQ, that in two caches analyzed obtained irrelevant values (near to zero replacements).
Again, this behavior, explains why MQQ has a good performance and usage of the processor. These characteristics make the MQQ is on the same level of ECC and present better performance.
Regarding to writebacks, it is possible to observe in Fig. 7 , that RSA-1K and ECC algorithms maintained a range between 0.014 and 0.016. As expected, the RSA-2K algorithm obtained approximately 0.017 while MQQ algorithm does not show writebacks. Data from evaluation showed that in ARM platform, the algorithm MQQ-160 is faster, consumes less amount of memory and uses less the architectural resources of the processor when compared to RSA 1024 and ec-elg_p192. Thus, the results confirm that among the algorithms studied, the MQQ-160 is more suitable for embedded platforms with limited resources since it uses lower quantity of resources and gives a good performance. As future work, we plan to investigate the key generation performance of algorithms and add the algorithm HECC in our analysis.
